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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The aim of the study was to analyse the role of RACK1 in the development of early

diabetic retinopathy (DR). Although the studies in ARPE-19 cells are well done, I have

several questions. It is not clear to me why they use the ARPE-19 cells line, neither the

selection of the proteins studied, since their previous work their mentioned was done in

endothelial cells. Methods.” while 400 μM cobalt chloride (CoCl2) (Merck, Germany)

was added to the cell culture medium for 24 h before experimentation”, please explain

the use of CoCl2. How did you induce hypoxia in your model. Section 2.7. Western

blotting analysis, the section is redundant. Fig 2, it is rather difficult to observe which

authors indicate. It might be usefula an immunohistochemistry for RPE65. On the other

hand the image does not contain a bar indicating the size. Did you observed any change

in retina thickness? Also it would be appropriate an immunohistochemistry for PKC-ε

and/or RACK1 Fig 3. Results are from neural retina not from RPE. Fig 5 and 6. Levels of

protein increased are very low, about 15% these are statistically significant but please

discuss about the biological meaning. Authors should discuss about the mechanisms by

which high levels of PKC lead to increase in ROS production.
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